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Preface

This book is primarily intended for readers with a good knowledge of French, as the poems are given without translation. However, whenever rare words from the poems or particularly difficult quotations or passages in French occur in the commentaries, translations have been given between brackets. Each commentary is followed by a Further reading section, which includes references to existing translations of the volume from which the poem is taken, and of other works by the poet, a short list of critical works not mentioned in the notes, and thus enabling further focused research on the poet. The book includes an Afterword, to be read after the poems, which gives an in-depth survey and reflection on how to read twentieth-century French verse. Even though our contributors have avoided unnecessary jargon, poetry as craft requires an array of critical terms and literary tropes with which we need to familiarise ourselves in order to perceive its internal harmonies and intricate processes. A glossary is therefore provided, regrouping and explaining the most difficult terms used in the commentaries. We also give biographies of the poets (referring to their main works), and finally a select bibliography which is divided into two sections: the first one lists useful reference works and a wide range of French poetry anthologies, in French and in English; the second section, while not claiming to be exhaustive, presents a large number of secondary readings of twentieth-century French poetry and poetics not included in the Further reading. It aims to show that ‘poetics’ is a fertile field of research in France, where it is often associated with poetry writing and philosophy. This fascinating aspect of French culture tends to be overlooked, and this bibliography should encourage readers to explore some of its richness and engage with it critically.
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Foreword: Ending the mission, inaugurating the pact

YVES BONNEFOY

I

For me the idea of poetry is that it should transgress conceptual thinking, and aim to ensure the proper functioning of what such thinking renders difficult or even impossible: namely to become aware of our essentially finite nature and of the needs and aspirations that it creates in us, to perceive the meaning that poetry can find in life – that is, another way of knowing – and ultimately to renew our relationship with others, which has been spoilt by our inevitably abstract and fragmented approach through analytic thinking. And since this project is never totally attainable, since the poems which it believes that it has set free from the categorisation and intentionality of the conceptual drive are immediately invaded by the daydreams of desire, which are themselves still conceptual, there is – as I persist in thinking – a second degree to poetry, which is to acknowledge this flaw in the poems in their actual form, to deem that they are less poetry than art, and to try to understand their numerous layers of illusion. This is a self-critical undertaking, but one that obviously requires a contribution from the reader, who is often an accomplice but who is in need of guidance in order to attain full awareness. This is therefore an undertaking which creates a field of deconstruction and reconstruction of thinking within the poems, but also within social relationships; and which therefore establishes within society a space for truth.

I also intend to argue that this ongoing exchange, and this linguistic field born under the sign of the poetic, are our sole specifically human reality in an abyss of matter whose phenomena are deprived of meaning: our sole reality, or even our sole being, of which poetry is thus the source. Poetry proposes a pact of alliance which a poet, conscious of the difficulty of his or her enterprise, offers readers, knowing well that – since they too are conditioned by the limits of their language – they experience the same contradictions and the same aspirations as the poet, although often unaware of this. It is a pact whereby readers engage in a struggle to achieve full self-presence, and will face the same perils and vicissitudes that the poets incurred in their initial writing, but will now relive these events in the activity of their own mind, in the hope, even in the harshest times, that one day in the future there will be a grand dialogue of mutual enlightenment: the dialogue which Rimbaud called ‘Noël sur terre’.

And poetry? Briefly, it is the most fundamental project of a society, and one
that requires the readers of the poem as much as its author to meet on the same level of radical and fundamental questioning. Between the poets, if they live up to their claims, and those who may come to meet them either in the present or the future, this pact is the only relationship which has any significance in the eyes of poetry: a linguistic pact concluded in order to ensure the viability of being on earth.

Which leads me now to consider the idea of the ‘mission’, first formulated by Walter Benjamin, in ‘The Task of the Translator’, and more recently by Franco Fortini in *Semicerchio*.

Was the ‘mission’, which Benjamin mooted in a period now superseded by our own, a means of recognising the value of poetry? Yes, of course, since he refers to the ‘symbolic’ capacities of the poem. But does this word, ‘symbolic’, promise to do more than present, through analogy or other figurative means, ways of being and ideas of the world characteristic of any particular social milieu in its historical period? And may we agree to call this the specific characteristic of poetry, true poetry, since I have defined the latter as a transgression of concepts (which themselves inform these analogies) and ideas of the world and existence? Looked at from this point of view – that is, understood as mere literature – poetry is reduced to precisely what poets refuse to accept as the fate of their writing: reduced to just what they want their readers to help them undo. And the ‘mission’ that we entrust to poetry, which is to exist on its own terms, albeit limiting its repercussions to a search for psychological or aesthetic meaning, is a mission of an order wholly different from the pact which poetic intuition needs in order to live on in the mind.

In truth the notion of a ‘mission’ is an outright misunderstanding of the poetic. Thinking in terms of a ‘mission’ of ‘letting be’, or ‘delegating to’ the poets without collaborating with them, allowing them into the heart of society, however willingly, but without participating actively in their enterprise, is already a proof that poetry is no longer considered as poetry. The readers who do not understand that authentic poets reject the illusions that constantly flow from their pens, the readers who find meaning in this idea of a ‘mission’, are the readers who reduce poems to no more than ideas and desires, however forcefully and ingeniously formulated. They do not bother to notice that these networks of meaning remain forms of conceptual thinking, that they signal the failure of a great poetic project, and that this failure consigns the readers in their turn to imprisonment within its walls.

As soon as we conceive of a ‘mission’ granted to poets, and as soon as we accept this mission, we forget poetry and its vocation, we forget what is specifically poetic in the poem, considered from then on as only one of the forms – albeit more inventive and freer from convention – of self-expression of our everyday consciousness, which thinks in terms of objects to be defined or possessed, rather than of living relationships. And in this case it matters little whether the mission is considered sympathetically, carefully even, or whether
it has fallen out of the public eye, as has happened in our own Western society. In both cases the poets, deprived of their truth and their hope, will be in great danger, tempted, for example, as I have said, to find meaning by limiting the range of their art, tempted to render the poem absolute, to privilege its specific language and difference, to indulge in its own private coding – to indulge in what Guido Mazzoni calls ‘the self-reference of its own aesthetic canons’.

So rather than bother about the latest developments in the history of the ‘mission’ accorded to poets, it seems to me that it would be better to try to understand why, at a certain time, the mission replaced the pact which, we believe, did exist in other periods of Western civilisation.

II

Why and how did poetry become reduced to an artistic activity? Insofar as it essentially transgresses the conceptual, we might imagine that its readership collapsed because of the omnipresence of the conceptual at increasingly numerous and profound levels in everyday life, since technology has taken over our lives with its almost totally conceptual products – from the car and other machines through to even our processed food and drink. But this ‘total immersion’ has gone beyond the quantitative, and we need a better understanding of what has been happening if we want a better understanding of the rationale of this ‘mission’.

What did happen? Conceptual thought, in its ancient philosophical forms, saturated with metaphysics but also with everyday praxis, had long accepted that it did not control in depth the reality with which it engaged. Faced with the world as a whole, or with objects or persons, it abandoned the entire framework of its discourse to another kind of explanation – that is, the divine, and the myths which related it to the world of appearances, as recognised by our senses; thus belief and faith also came to assume the work of ordinary reason.

But reason itself was then used to untangle the network of myths. The day came when Mallarmé could declare them to be ‘glorious lies’. What happened then? Taking the hint dropped by God as he departed from this world, that his creation was, like him, supernatural, our conceptual faculty believed itself proudly capable of understanding everything that exists, which implied devoting all our thinking to studying phenomena and their laws, with two equally dangerous consequences. On the one hand, the concept focuses on objects in general, without caring for the meaning that one object or another might have in its particular existence – the fruit that I pick, rather than the fruit named in the dictionary – and it follows from this fundamental choice that contact was lost with existence in specific times and places and circumstances, namely with a person’s self-awareness, which is nonetheless the centre of his or her real needs and also the site where the real can be comprehended in all its depth and unity, in the most felicitous and intimate way. Having stifled remembrance of the specific and the finite, the networks of the concept have become reduced
to a purely schematic representation of the world and being in the world; they provide partial and abstract images, laden with enigma and anxiety.

On the other hand, all of this might prevent us from seeing that the demise of the divine should certainly not imply that we no longer need to admit transcendence as a factor in our relations with the world – quite the contrary. For what is the slightest fragment of empirical reality other than an infinity of irreducible qualities and aspects, whose core remains impenetrable by concepts? This is what we mean by transcendence. And this power of reality to transcend what we can say about it can most naturally be experienced in things that human language has identified – designating them by name, making them familiar, allowing us to love them. And it is this transcendent reality that allows us to glimpse in the site thus constituted a bedrock of reality impenetrable by language – that is, a foundation of unity. Only this will allow individuals, however transitory they perceive themselves to be, to feel that they are a part of the world: ‘au monde’, to quote Rimbaud once more. It is through transcendence of the basic that we find the proof of our existence.

Having said this, it is the infinity at the heart of everyday reality, the transcendence within immanence, the promise of unity – it is all this, as we know, that is remembered by poetry. And thus I associate with the demise of those ‘glorious lies’ the demise of our previous belief in the project of poetry: not because what myths said of supernatural worlds was true, but because the demise of their illusory transcendence has led us to forget the fundamental truth of real transcendence – that of all things, whether tree or stone or path, and also that of all people, transcending the appearances offered by conceptual discourse, as well as the ways we use these appearances in our relation to ourselves, in our conception of life. The human mind was confronted with a parting of the ways: in one direction lay religious transcendence, leading beyond the world; in the other, the kind of transcendence I have mentioned, the secular option, the one that gives substance to our stay in the world and enables us to give voice to the One and Indivisible, and link it to our finite existence. Finally, there was also the denial of all transcendence, religious or lay; and a bad choice was made, for between the two other ways the pathway to simple mystery was ignored and untrodden, except by the most lucid poets. A great opportunity was lost, at least at one moment in history.

I think of another crossroads, which occasioned a far better choice, at least for certain great painters: one which occurred at the beginning of the seventeenth century, when Galileo illuminated with his new, sublunary lens the entirely material surface of the moon. Thus crumbled some of the myths that had underpinned traditional religion. The moon, which until then had remained an enclave of symbolism in an environment which had already become a simple natural reality, finally took its place on the horizon of the merely human and terrestrial. But despite this, neither the moon, nor any aspect of its location, was understood as reducible to concepts, as we can see from the great landscapes
painted at the time by Annibale Caraccio or Poussin or Gaspard Dughet, where there is such a strong sense of the unity of all things vibrating across the hills, trees, rivers and paths through whose highways and byways they allowed human beings, still breathing freely, to venture forth.

At this initial stage of the demise of the mythological, the transcendence inherent in all things real was in fact revealed to a few great minds, who were, naturally enough, painters, and whose poetic sensitivity was thereby reinforced rather than diminished. And then, three centuries later, in Paris, Georges Bataille published (in *Documents*) that famous photographic enlargement of a big toe: an aspect of something human, yet just as alien as the surface of the moon in Galileo's lens, although interpreted in quite another way. There is nothing in the depth of things other than the dull evidence of their matter, thought Bataille and his friends. Beyond language there is only non-being; we are walled in by language, by relations between words; we are doomed to fear death; we are reduced to self-mockery and its various 'lugubrious games'.

It is the loss of the sense of the infinite in the things – and also the beings – of Nature that has prevented our modern times from hearing poetry, from following poets along their way, which is as much a way of seeing as of writing: to dispose of them otherwise than by allowing them to exist in a sort of Indian reservation of the mind where we may come to watch their dances without bothering to wonder what they mean or rather indicate. Our need therefore is to relearn the positive value of the material world, to sense the 'divinity' of a blade of grass, of the scent of basil, of the laughter of children, of the very shape of a path that we see winding away before us and them, between a line of trees.

And our task, as we meditate on the original moment of the crisis – when the poets were reduced to the mission of doing no more than providing texts for reading, or documents for scholarly analysis – is to return to this fatal crossroads in order to re-establish what in fact is an authentic language: using conceptual thinking, it is true, but providing a fund of key words designating major realities to which the poetic use of language would allow us to regain access, even if only to realise how contradictory and torn we are, and how much more potential tragedy than facile happiness in some *locus amoenus*, some Arcadia, we harbour.

In order to enable a new pact to replace the failed mission, we need to acknowledge this poetic supplement, which is actually as evident in our bodies, which we now know to be mortal, as in the world of appearances.

And today there are surely men and women who know this instinctively, which is why some of our friends are absolutely right to draw attention to the ongoing – in fact, the increasing – importance of song. I am glad to say that this does not imply the spoken sing-song which we so often hear in France, which is hardly more than a monologue with a bit of rhythmic support, but rather those songs from all over the world where noises distilled from the natural world and simple, fundamental rhythms predominate over notions. This, in fact, would be a way of describing the more private creative process that leads to similar results.

xxiii
in the case of true poetry. Here indeed the auditory qualities of the word transgress the authority of discourse, opening out into a language where our deepest Self becomes aware of its self-presence in all its mortality. And that is really where the heart of the experience of living lies, where the Self can encounter the Other and use this experience to confront its illusions and criticise them, and then offer to society a communal project. Song can help revive the pact between the poet and the common man, which had been interrupted during the period of the mission.

But this does not mean that song can replace poetry, for in its brevity it cannot undertake what the poem can at least attempt: to submit to the authority of the rhythms arising from the body – the rhythms of the finite and the physical – not only a variety of words, but all the bizarre and unpredictable sounds and images that the unconscious, for instance, can suggest through writing, without feeling bound to instantly shape a text, or immediately understand what it says. Poetry, that writing born of intuition, encompasses language in its totality, at the conscious level of action or the unconscious level of desire. It is as much the memory of society’s past as the anticipation of its future. It is this desire to embrace everything, which alone can ensure effective action against the illusory, that is the task of poetry. Song is certainly less able than poetry to resist the dream, although its dreams are often truer and closer to our collective needs than the dreams that undermine the self-awareness of writers who are more intricately and specifically involved in the idiom of their era.

III

Who today is really able to give voice to what I have called the divinity of simple things, to transcendence through immanence? Who can recreate this divinity sans deity, temporarily scattered throughout the chaos of a world that we perceive as no more than an enigmatic mass of phenomena? Only, I argue, some great poet in the future, and this despite the fact that our present society, in a vicious and potentially fatal circle, is not yet prepared to listen to him or her.

But also today it would perhaps be fitting to think of the other participants in the pact, which once existed and which we wish to revive – that is, readers, whose resources are not as depleted as we are led to believe. Readers? Were the readers not in fact children before yielding to the conceptual thinking that regulates adult life? Children in whose minds this thinking was not yet established, despite the vital language growing inside them, which would mark out the limits of their existence; children who, by the same token, experienced intuitively what poetry would now like to retrieve. Thus it was in their childhood that the great poets – Nerval, Baudelaire and Rimbaud in France, and Leopardi in Italy – first found the nourishment of their vocation, and later the energy to keep it alive. Adolescence is the age of anxiety and myth; it is not the most profound source of poetry, but childhood is the underground water table which, whenever the poetic in society has dried up on the surface, provides those springs which
some accident of adult life can suddenly resuscitate. I have often discussed this question of childhood as the source of poetry, and this is not the place to repeat myself. But I can suggest that our chance for the future, if we have one, as I believe we do, depends on our schools: where teachers might consent not to stifle under textual analysis, under meanings so often loaded with ideology, the spontaneous urge of a child to unite with a poem, however naively.

Yves Bonnefoy, lecture ‘Fin du mandat, besoin d’une alliance’ given in Italy, and published in *Semicerchio*, 2006. Translated by Peter Collier.